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The Mascot Gold Cup, organised as a fundraiser for
the Sue Ryder Foundation, took place at Wetherby
Racecourse on Thursday, 31st May, after the previous
attempt was cancelled owing to a waterlogged course.

The RPRA’s entry was Homer the Pigeon,
represented by Mark Pass of Nantwich, Cheshire. Mark
and his wife, Beck, made the journey from Nantwich so
that he could take part in the race dressed in a
somewhat unusual pigeon costume. The costume
booked for the original event actually looked like a
pigeon but this one needs a bit of imagination when you
look at the photos!

The evening began with a sojourn around the parade
ring whilst the judges gathered to select the best mascot
and one or two other random prizes. This was clearly an
event of some standing because the professionals were
out in force and there were some clear favourites with
the bookies. The warm-up done and photographs taken,
the group of about 30 mascots processed to the track
and were prepared for the off with a staggered start,
particularly for the ones who looked as though they were
going to stagger anyway!

The track itself was about 200 yards with a series of
fences made from rows of straw bales. The trick here is
in the design of the costume and this clearly showed
when the hedgehog took the lead from the outset and
passed the winning post well ahead of the field – a
repeat of last year’s performance, I understand. 

Homer got off to a bit of a slow start, being hampered
by the sausages, pandas and teddy bears, but he
eventually made a break for freedom and was soon well
up the field. Unfortunately, he misjudged the last fence
and took a dive, which gave the opposition a chance to
overtake. At least he finished in a respectable position
without sustaining any injuries.

Thanks to Mark and Beck for contributing to the fun-
filled evening, and I hope they didn’t lose as much as I
did on the horses. Stick to pigeons!
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The full field, ready for the off.

Mark, heavily disguised to fool the hawks, with Beck.
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